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1. Introduction

The Reliable communication network design (RCND) 
intends to identify a communication network topology that 
fulfils specific reliability criteria at minimum possible cost. 
The RCND is classified as NP-hard [1]. 

The literature specifies numerous widely used tech-
niques to solve RCND problems, and these methods can be 
classified as exact and approximate approaches; the latter 
comprises metaheuristic algorithms. Exact approaches such 
as Branch and Bound (B&B) are extremely time-intensive, 
and those approaches looked for an accurate solution to the 
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The problem of communication 
design has been defined as one of the 
problems that belong to the category 
of NP-hard problem, and the aim 
of the topological communication 
network design is to identify 
component placement locations and 
connectivity aspects. On the other 
hand, the Reliable Communication 
Network Design (RCND) is a 
popular optimization problem used 
for maximizing network reliability. 
In addition, finding an accurate 
calculation of RCND explains 
the problem of NP-hard problem. 
To this end, literature studies 
suggested various metaheuristic 
algorithms that have been used 
as approximation methods to find 
the best solution to this problem. 
Some of these algorithms belong to 
the Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) 
category, such as Genetic 
Algorithms (GAs), and some 
belong to the Swarm Intelligence 
Algorithms (SIAs) category, such 
as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). 
However, to the best of our 
knowledge, the Ant Colony 
System (ACS) algorithm, which 
is considered an updated version 
of ACO, has not yet been used to 
design reliability-constrained 
communication network topologies. 
Therefore, this study aims to 
apply the updated version of the 
ACS algorithm for solving RCND in 
small, medium, and large networks. 
The proposed algorithm was 
benchmarked against present state-
of-the-art techniques that address 
this challenge. The research findings 
show that the proposed algorithm 
is an optimal solution for a fully 
connected small network size (n=6, 
7, 8, and 9) and it has been achieved 
as an optimal solution for all not fully 
connected sets (n=14, 16, and 20). In 
each case, the results for medium-
sized networks were better than the 
benchmark results
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through the ACO algorithm while the SA algorithm enabled 
this hybrid to escape from the local optimal to find better 
solutions. Regarding their computational results, they ob-
tained the best solutions at the time compared to those algo-
rithms that were compared with them, however, they did not 
reach the optimal results, specifically in the small networks 
that have optimal solutions.

The main goal of the related studies is to find the 
minimum cost network topology with reliability con-
straints. Therefore, the study [2] has proposed two meta-
heuristics (Simulated Annealing (SA) and Genetic Algo-
rithm (GA)) to achieve this goal. With respect to Algorithm 
SA, they proposed adding a penalty cost to the suitability 
function of the candidate who could not meet the reliability 
requirements. While their suggestion was included in the 
GA generating a new crossover operator to protect the two 
connections of all its children. In order to evaluate the per-
formance of their algorithms (SA and GA), they compared 
their performance with that of the approach (ACO_SA) that 
was proposed in the study [11]. The results obtained by the 
study [11] have been improved where some optimal solutions 
were obtained for small-sized networks, in addition to the 
results related to other medium and large sizes better than 
those resulting by the algorithm ACO_AS.

Another study [12] was interested in solving the RCND 
problems, and this study applied a new non-parameter-tun-
ing approach called self-tuning heuristics (STH). The re-
sults show that STH and ACO_SA [11] have similar solution 
quality for small test problems. On the other hand, STH’s 
solution quality improves as the size of the problem grows.

When designing metaheuristic algorithms, the research-
ers need to consider two conflicting criteria called diver-
sification (exploration) and intensification (exploitation). 
Therefore, a recent study [3] examined these two major 
issues by proposing a hybrid approach to balance explo-
ration and development. They proposed two new hybrid 
metaheuristic algorithms, namely, GABB and SABB, by in-
tegrating either a Genetic Algorithm (GA) with the Branch 
and Bound method (B&B) and present two versions of this 
hybrid (GABB1 and GABB2) or Simulated Annealing (SA) 
with B&B. Although the proposed hybrid techniques having 
superior to the studies [11, 12] in a three-stage experiment 
using small, moderate, and large networks. Moreover, the 
hybrid algorithm GABB2 has improved the current litera-
ture solution by 8–35 % in terms of computational results. 
However, they are more compute-intensive compared to the 
other techniques. 

In conclusion, let’s conclude that there are two problems 
worth discussing in this research work as follows:

1. From a technical point of view, researchers in these relat-
ed studies have proposed various metaheuristic algorithms that 
can be used as approximations to find the best solution to this 
problem. Some of these algorithms belong to the Evolutionary 
Algorithms (EA) category, such as Genetic Algorithms (GAs), 
and some belong to the Group Swarm Intelligence Algorithms 
(SIAs) category, such as Ant Colony Optimization (ACO). 
After analysis and criticism of these literary studies, a new 
direction to existing solutions to the RCND problems by using 
the latest improved version of the ACS algorithm to design reli-
ability-constrained communication network topologies.

2. From a domain perspective, RCND problems data 
has the optimal solutions for fully connected small network 
sizes (n=6, 7, 9, 10) and not fully connected sets (n=14, 16, 
and 20) while other sizes solutions for medium network 

problem that all links in the network had the same proba-
bility of operation and were successful with a small size of 
problems [2, 3]. 

Hence, academicians and others focusing on this domain 
emphasise the development of approximate approaches to 
solve more significant RCND problems within an acceptable 
computational period [3, 4]. In the metaheuristic context, 
researchers [1] suggested using the Improved Ant Colony 
Optimization (ACO) approach to identify network possi-
bilities that reduce cost but fulfil reliability requirements. 
The literature [5] studied a Monte Carlo (MC) simulation 
and suggested using particle swarm optimization to iden-
tify a topology that reduces cost but adheres to reliability 
requirements.

Furthermore, the ACO can be used for solving the path 
problems for determining the best route where all compo-
nents of the algorithm were compatible with the properties 
of the problems wherein the ant nests are regarded as depots, 
artificial ants are considered as vehicles, food acts as the cus-
tomer, trails form the routes, and pheromone concentration 
can present the best route for optimising the distance [6]. 

Many algorithms are included in the ACO family of 
algorithms [7] like the Ant System (AS), Ant Colony Sys-
tem (ACS), etc. The ACS algorithm is inspired by nature, 
wherein the ants’ scout for food in their neighborhood. Thus, 
this algorithm is a probabilistic technique and belongs to 
the swarm intelligence process. Recently, researchers the 
study [8] have compared all types of ACO algorithms and 
noted that the ACS algorithm developed properties of its 
components through an amended transition rule, the intro-
duction of a local update of pheromone, and the global pher-
omone update is only the best solution. Moreover, they have 
proposed an efficient improvement of the ACS algorithm for 
handling capacity vehicle routing problem (CVRP) based on 
the recent concept which is called sub-paths.

On the other hand, the previous studies have succeeded 
in optimizing the solutions to other problems in the field 
of combinatorial optimization problems (COPs) by ap-
plying the ACS algorithm such as the traveling salesman 
problem (TSP) by the study [9] and the vehicle guidance 
problem (VRP) by using the literature [10]. However, as far 
as we know, the design of reliability-constrained commu-
nication network topologies using the ACS algorithm has 
not yet been used. On the opposite hand, the character of 
the RCND problem is complicated as it belongs to a class 
of NP-hard problems. Therefore, the studies within side the 
literature committed their efforts to suggesting metaheuris-
tic algorithms to find the best solutions for RCND data that 
included small, medium, and large network sizes. However, 
the solutions of those networks still need to be improved, in 
particular the networks of medium and large size, therefore, 
this study has been proposed.

2. Literature review and problem statement

This section presents a discussion and analysis of those 
relevant studies that dealt with solving the RCND problems 
in the literature by proposed heuristic and metaheuristic 
algorithms as follows. The researchers in the reference [11] 
have proposed a hybrid approach based on Ant Colony Op-
timization (ACO) and Simulated Annealing (SA), called 
ACO_SA for solving the RCND problems. This hybrid is 
featured by the possibility of obtaining an effective solution 
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sizes (n=15, 20, 25) and large network sizes (n=30, 40, 50) 
have the best solutions in the literature, but do not give the 
optimal solution yet. Therefore, these cases are considered 
open research. And therefore, this has brought this issue to 
the attention of researchers and scholars.

3. The aim and objectives of the study

The aim of the study is to find the best solution to the 
RCDN problems compared to the current solution in the 
literature by finding the network topology at the lowest cost 
with reliability constraints.

To achieve this aim, the following objectives are accom-
plished:

– to propose to apply the updated version of the ACS al-
gorithm that has used sub-paths for solving RCND problems;

– to implement the enhanced ant colony system (EACS) 
algorithm to solve the RCND problems that include net-
works of several sizes (small, medium, and large). In addition 
to evaluating its solutions with those solutions obtained by 
the state-of-the-art approaches in the literature.

4. Materials and methods

4. 1. Concepts and tools adopted in this work
This work used explaining the formulation of the commu-

nication network model, algorithm generating initial network 
topology, Monte Carlo (MC) simulation, and Ant Colony 
System (ACS) algorithm. In addition, MATLAB R2018b 
(9.5.0.9444) 64-bit software was applied to encode the theo-
retical steps and implement the proposed algorithm for solv-
ing problem data by running the algorithm 
10 times with10000 iterations.

4. 2. Communication network modelling
A non-directed graph G=(N, L) is used 

to specify a communications system, where 
N depicts a group comprising n vertices (or 
nodes), while L depicts a collection of k edg-
es (or links). Every edge is associated with a 
reliability and cost number. Link reliability is 
the degree to which it performs as expected 
for a specified period. Network cost compris-
es cables, terminal creation, connections, and 
installation [13]. The following paragraph 
specific the mathematical representation of 
the system used for this research:

( )
1

1 1

min .
N N

x ij ij
i j i

f G c x
−

= = +

= ∑ ∑   (1)

Subject to:

Rˆ(Gx)≥R0,  (2)

N

1,��

2,�ij
J J i

x
= ≠

≥∑  
∀i∈N,  (3)

xij=0 or 1, ∀i∈N.  (4)

(1) specifies the objective function that should be 
minimized to reduce overall network cost and satisfy re-

quirements (2), (3). Equation (2) describes the reliability 
requirement. 

cij denotes link (i, j) cost, xij denotes the decision vari-
able, Rˆ(Gx) is an estimate of the Gx network structure based 
on all terminals, and R0 denotes the lowest permissible 
all-terminal reliability value.

Fig. 1 shows example of a network topology graph with 
5 nodes as follows. 

Fig. 1. An example of a network topology graph with five 
nodes (cost 71) [4]

Another example of a network topology graph is shown 
in Fig. 2 as follows.

The previous Fig. 1, 2 show diagrams of network topolo-
gy for instance has 5 nodes and another instance has 7 nodes. 
Also, the best cost value obtained by the objective function 
was 71 for 5 nodes and 53 for 7 nodes.

4. 3. Ant Colony System (ACS) algorithm
This research uses a recently updated version of the 

ACS algorithm proposed by the study [8] after refinement 
of some of its steps based on the properties of the RCND 
problem, small, medium, and large networks. Thereaf-
ter let’s implement it to find the best topology for those 
networks that provides the best solutions in a reasonable 
amount of time.
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Fig. 2. An example of a network topology graph with seven nodes (cost 53) [3]
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Step I. Initialization. The system begins by initializing 
the primary pheromone τ0 and τ0>0 for every link (i, j) using 

the expression 
( )0

1
,

xf G
τ =  and representing the starting 

parameter representing pheromone influence, leading to the 
output cost f(Gx). The study [11] has presented a two-phase 
initiation process to create the network structure that has 
been used for the initial pheromone trails in our proposed 
study as follows:

1. Creating a ring topology. Initially, the least cost connec-
tion link (i, j) is identified from the beginning of the list and 
value change i←j is processed. Subsequently, a greedy process is 
used to connect node i with the new node j; this process is iter-
ated until all network nodes are processed. The initial and final 
path nodes constituting the path are created to construct the 
ring structure. The precise value of the ring structure all-ter-
minal reliability is computed using Equation (5) [14] as follows.

R(Gx)=pN |+|N | p |N−1|q. (5)

2. Creating the network topology. Suppose the ring struc-
ture does not fulfil the all-terminal reliability threshold speci-
fied as R(Gx)<R0, the ring is extended by including new links 
until the reliability condition is satisfied. Here, let’s use the 
greedy process to identify a link (i, j) from L\Lx. It is assumed 
that the network structure has more than |N |+1 links.

Moreover, one shared process while computing the RUB (the 
upper limit for all-terminal reliability concerning Gx) of poten-
tial networks is identifying minimum edge count (i. e., lmin) that 
fulfils the reliability criterion. The upper limit computation was 
proposed by the study [15], is used for this study. The degree 
of node i is represented using di, while the connections are 
represented as:

( ) ( ) ( )1

� 1

�
1 11

1� � 1 1 .
i

i i k

i

N m i
d d d

UB
k k mi

R Gx q q q−

−

= = +=

 
≤ − − − 

  
∑ ∏ ∏   (6)

If Ro exceeds RUB (Gx), the greedy link creation process 
is iterated until RUB (Gx) equals or exceeds Ro. Subsequently, 
network reliability Rˆ(Gx) is precisely forecasted using Mon-
te Carlo (MC) simulation, first suggested by [16]. On other 
hand, in our research work uses the following algorithm for 
creating the first network structure [11].

Algorithm 1: Generating initial network topology [11]
Step 1. Nr ←{}and Lr ←{}.
Step 2. Select the link (i, j) with minimum cost from L 

and update Nr, Lr and i as follows:
Nr ← Nr ∪{i}∪{ j}; Lr ← Lr ∪{i, j}; i’ ← i; i ← j.
Step 3. Perform following steps until Nr = N:
3.1. Choose node j such that link cost between i and j is 

minimum in L\Lr: j ← arg min{cij |(i, j) ∈ L\Lr}.
3.2. Nr ← Nr ∪{ j}, Lr ← Lr ∪{i, j} and i ← j.
Step 4. Obtain the ring topology by connecting i and i’,
Lr ← Lr ∪{i’, i} and Lx ← Lr.
Step 5. Calculate R(Gx) (Equa-

tion (5)).
Step 6. If R(Gx) < Ro, apply 

greedy link addition procedure un-
til obtaining a reliable network, i.e., 
RUB(Gx) ≥ Ro.

Step 7. Estimate the all-termi-
nal network reliability, R ˆ (Gx), by 
MC simulation.

Step 8. If  Rˆ (Gx) < Ro, apply the greedy link addition pro-
cedure until Rˆ (Gx) ≥ Ro and calculate f (Gx) (Equation (1)).

Step 9. Return network topology, Gx = (N, Lx).

Where
– Lx – set of selected links, {Lx=xij|xij=1, i=1,2, ..., |N−1|, 

j=i+1, ..., |N |};
– Nx – node set of ring topology;
– Nr – sample size in Monte Carlo simulation;  
–Lr – link set of ring topology.
Step II: 
1) Solution determination. The conventional transition 

process is crucial for algorithm structure to enhance solu-
tions since this equation is based on moving an ant across 
nodes; therefore, such movements must be towards better 
solutions to avoid moving to sub-optimal nodes, which 
increases cost and solution time. The objective of using sub-
paths for the transition system is to create a diversified solu-
tion set by traversing across nodes and adding a new value 
that regulates the exploration process since every term from 
the initial transition rule is aligned to the exploitation pro-
cess. Every sub-path is recorded in a table, while repetitions 
are moved to an exclusion table to enhance diversity.

( )

( )
( )

( )
( )

1

2

0

arg max

max 1
if ,

1
,

max 1
1

otherwise

c

l U

i

k
ij j

i

ij i

S j

D
q q

d

D
d

J

α β δ

∈

ϕ

ϕ

=

 × 
  + × ×

     τ η ϕ  

≤ +  =  
  + ×  +  
 
 

  

 (7)

where: 
– U – the set of unvisited nodes;
– τij – the amount of pheromone on the edge Eij;
– ηij – inverse to the distance between nodes i, j;
– α, β, γ, δ – control parameters, 0<α<1 random value;
– di – degree of a node;
– maxD – maximum degree of nodes in the topology;
– φ1 and φ2 – the degrees of node coefficient;

– 
1

,k
il k

il

ϕ =
ψ

 k
ilψ  counts the maximum nodes traversed 

starting at solution k and ending at l which are present in 
part or entirely on a previously recorded sub-path. 

Hence, selecting additional nodes increases the select-
ed sub-path ,k

ilψ  decreasing .k
ilϕ  Hence, the likelihood of 

selecting later reduces, while the probability of traversing 
additional sub-paths increases. Considering edge Eij and 
unvisited not j for ant k, J represents the random parameter 
provided based on the probability transition expression 
to a subsequent node �

k
ijp  [17], applied using the specified 

sub-paths:
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2) Updating local pheromone values. This part concerns 
updating the local pheromone values to regulate concentra-
tion to traverse new paths to provide solutions and avoid 
an optimal local trap; this process causes other ants to not 
favour this road. This stage is expressed using (9):

( ) 01 ,ij ijτ = − ρ ⋅τ +ρ⋅τ    (9)

where 0≤ρ≤1 is a user-specified variable designated evap-
oration coefficient; its value is specified in the parameter 
specifications table.

Step III: Updating global pheromone values. This portion 
concludes an iteration and updates pheromone values using 
solution quality identified during the present iteration. The 
global update method ensures that the most performing ant 
changes pheromone trails and associated values are within 
required limits. The update process is specified below:

( ) max

min

1 ,best
ij ij ij

τ

τ
 τ = − ρ ⋅τ + ∆ τ    (10)

where
τmin – minimum boundary value specified for the pher-

omone;
τmax – maximum boundary value specified for the pher-

omone;
[ ]a

b
x  – performs a mathematical operation specified 

below:

[ ]
if ,

if ,

otherwise;

a

b

a x a

x b x b

x

>
= <


   (11)

and best
ij∆τ  is 

( )
∆τ = 


1
if�edge , �is�part�of�the�best�tour;

0 otherwise.

best
bestij

i j
L  (12)

where Lbest is the tour length corresponding to the best 
ant. Based on algorithm design, this might represent the 
most optimal trip identified during the present iteration 
iteration-best, Lib – or the most optimal solution identified 
during the entire execution process   best-so-far, or a combi-
nation of these two aspects [7]. 

Pheromone bound τmin and τmax are usually identified 
experimentally and regulated to suit the problem [18]. Nev-
ertheless, specific recommendations are given for specify-
ing τmin and τmax using analytical aspects [19]. The pseudo-
code of the formulated EACS approach is specified below:

Algorithm 2: Steps of EACS algorithm 
Input: α, β, ρ, τ, η, φ1, φ2

Output: Best Solution
Build initial solution using algorithm 1
Assign τ𝑖𝑗=τ0=1/f(Gx)
For t=1: max iteration
For n=1: max ants
topology = {}
select random starting node
Loop
If q<q0

Use Eq. (7) to select add new edge e
Topology←e

Else
Use Eq. (6) to select add new edge
Topology←e
End 
If topology satisfy constrain (3)
Calculate RUB using Eq. (6)
If RUB>R0

Calculate Rˆ(Gx) using MC
If Rˆ(Gx)>R0

Save solution and continue to next ant
End 
End
End
End
Update local pheromone using Eq. (9)
Apply global update using Eq. (10), (11), (12)
Update best sub-path table
End
End
Report Best Solution

5. Results of Reliable Communication Network Design 
(RCND) Problems 

5. 1. Proposing to apply the updated version of the 
ACS algorithm that has used sub-paths for solving RCND 
problems

As indicated by the results of the analysis and critique of 
the related studies in the literature conducted in this study, 
the utility of the ACS algorithm became selected as a new 
trend to address RCND problems. The ACS algorithm is dis-
tinguished from the rest of the algorithms in the ACO family 
through the developed properties of its components through 
an amended transition rule, the introduction of a local up-
date of pheromone, and the global pheromone update is only 
the best solution. In addition, a recent study [8] has suggest-
ed enhancing the design of this algorithm with the usage of a 
brand new idea known as sub-paths for increasing diversity. 
All these features in addition to the match its components 
with the nature of the problem have led to increasing the 
efficiency of its performance in achieving the best solutions. 

5. 2. Implement the enhanced ant colony system 
(EACS) algorithm to solve the RCND problem and eval-
uate its solutions with other algorithms

This section discusses the performance assessment of 
the proposed approach using two settings. The first setting 
concerns computational experiments based on three sets 
comprising eighteen small, three medium, and three large 
networks. The second setting discusses the proposed ap-
proach and the current state-of-the-art approaches:

a) Implement the enhance ant colony system (EACS) 
algorithm on small-sized networks.

This section discusses the performance assessment of the 
proposed technique using eighteen small networks. The data 
are specified in Table 1.

An optimal solution exists for the small-size network 
data specified above; hence, performance assessment of the 
proposed approach is based on Average Percentage Devia-
tion (APD), which is specified as follows:

APD=100*(Solution provided by the proposed ap-
proach-Optimal solution value)/Optimal solution value.  (13)
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Table 1

Data of small size problems

No.
Networks

Size N L p R0
Optimal 
solutions

Network 
type

1 Small 6 15 0.9 0.9 231 FC

2 Small 6 15 0.9 0.95 254 FC

3 Small 6 15 0.95 0.95 227 FC

4 Small 7 21 0.9 0.9 189 FC

5 Small 7 21 0.9 0.95 205 FC

6 Small 7 21 0.95 0.95 185 FC

7 Small 8 28 0.9 0.9 208 FC

8 Small 8 28 0.9 0.95 247 FC

9 Small 8 28 0.95 0.95 179 FC

10 Small 9 36 0.9 0.9 239 FC

11 Small 9 36 0.9 0.95 286 FC

12 Small 9 36 0.95 0.95 209 FC

13 Small 10 45 0.9 0.9 131 FC

14 Small 10 45 0.9 0.95 153 FC

15 Small 10 45 0.95 0.95 121 FC

16 Small 14 21 0.9 0.9 1063 NFC

17 Small 16 24 0.95 0.95 1022 NFC

18 Small 20 30 0.95 0.9 596 NFC

Note: * – FC, Fully Connected, ** – NFC, Not Fully Connected

Outcomes from small-size networks generated by the 
EACS approach are specified below (Table 2).

Table 2

Outcomes for small-size networks

Networks APD

N L Proposed algorithm EACS 

6 15 0

7 21 0

8 28 0

9 36 0

10 45 0.002

NFC problems – 0

Ave. APD – 0.0003

Ave. CPU (s.) – 57.780

Note: * – APD and CPU time for 3 problems (NFC), ** – APD and 
CPU time for 15 problems (FC)

The MC simulation sample nr is set to 3000 to fulfil 
the 95 % confidence level. The values in the table indicate 
that the proposed approach scored an average APD value of 
0.0003 % )solutions comprised 15  FC and 3 NFC problems) 
and required 57.780 seconds of average CPU time.

b) Implement the enhance ant colony system (EACS) 
algorithm on medium-sized networks.

This section describes the performance assessment of 
the proposed approach determined for three medium-sized 
networks. The problems are specified in Table 3.

The proposed EACS approach provides the best topolo-
gies for medium-sized networks, as specified (Table 4).

The above table comprises the outcomes associated with 
medium-sized problems since these results comprise identi-
fying the optimal topology, the overall value associated with 
the objective function f(Gx), along with Rˆ(Gx) estimation 

for a 95 % confidence interval concerning the all-terminal 
reliability of f(Gx). The outcomes indicate that a 15-size 
network has f(Gx) value of 251, Rˆ(Gx) value of 0.950 and the 
confidence interval is (0.943, 0.953). Similarly, outcomes 
associated with sizes 20 and 25 are specified below:

– f(Gx) are 153 and 237, Rˆ(Gx) are 0.949 and 0.945, confi-
dence intervals (0.946, 0.953) and (0.944, 0.947), respectively.

c) Implement the enhance ant colony system (EACS) 
algorithm on large-sized networks.

Table 3

Data of moderate size problems

No.
Networks

Size N L p R0
Optimal 
solutions

Network 
type

1 Moderate 15 105 0.9 0.95 N/A FC
2 Moderate 20 190 0.95 0.95 N/A FC
3 Moderate 25 300 0.95 0.9 N/A FC

Note: * – FC, Fully connected, ** – N/A, Unavailable

Table 4

Optimal topologies for medium-sized networks

Networks
Best topology f(Gx) Rˆ(Gx)

Confi-
dence 

Interval*N L

15 105

(1, 5) (2, 3) (2, 10) (2, 
14) (3, 12) (3, 14) (4, 
11) (4, 12) (5, 8) (5, 

13) (6, 11) (6, 15) (7, 
10) (7, 12) (7, 15) (8, 

10) (8, 15) (9, 13) (12, 
14) (1, 6) (1, 9)

251 0.9515
[0.947, 
0.956]

20 190

(1, 4) (1, 5) (1, 9) (2, 
11) (2, 16) [2, 19) (3, 

8) (3, 9) (4, 6) (4, 8) (5, 
14) (6, 13) (7, 10) (7, 

14) (9, 16) (10, 15) (11, 
12) (11, 17) (11, 20) 
(12, 18) (13, 16) (15, 
17) (18, 19) (18, 20)

153 0.9525
[0.946, 
0.959]

25 300

(5, 20) (14, 22) (1, 4) 
(3, 7) (4, 6) (8, 17) (9, 

19) (9, 21) (11, 18) (11, 
23) (13, 16) (13, 24) 
(15, 16) (17, 22) (24, 
25) (1, 12) (2, 10) (2, 
18) (3, 10) (5, 12) (6, 

15) (7, 19) (8, 21) (10, 
23) (13, 20) (14, 25)

237 0.9045
[0.893, 
0.916] 

Note: * – 95 % Confidence level

This section discusses the performance assessment of the 
proposed approach determined using three large networks. 
Problem details are specified in Table 5.

Table 5

Data of large size problems

No.
Networks

Size N L p R0
Optimal 
solutions

Network 
type

1 Large 30 435 0.90 0.95 N/A FC

2 Large 40 780 0.90 0.90 N/A FC

3 Large 50 1225 0.95 0.90 N/A FC
Note: * – FC, Fully connected, ** – N/A, Unavailable
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Best topologies concerning large networks were identi-
fied using the proposed EACS approach; the data are pre-
sented in Table 6 as follows.

Table 6

Best topologies for large-sized networks

Networks

Best topology f(Gx) Rˆ(Gx)

Confi-
dence 
Inter-
val*

N L

30 435

(1, 14) (1, 24) (1, 26) (3, 5) (3, 
25) (3, 27) (4, 17) (5, 18) (7, 13) 

(8, 15) (8, 29) (9, 21) (10, 11) 
(10, 12) (10, 25) (11, 17) (12, 15) 
(12, 29) (13, 19) (13, 20) (14, 19) 
(14, 30) (15, 28) (16, 19) (16, 30) 
(17, 28) (18, 25) (18, 30) (20, 21) 
(20, 23) (21, 22) (22, 23) (22, 29) 
(26, 27) (27, 28) (2, 4) (2, 8) (5, 
6) (6, 24) (9, 11) (9, 26) (23, 24) 

(6, 28) (7, 8) (7, 12)

341 0.9528
[0.9467, 
0.9589]

40 780

(1,23)(1,30)(1,38)(2,8)(2,12)
(2,14)(2,15)(2,25)(3,6)(3,13)
(3,22)(4,21)(4,35)(4,38)(5,6)
(5,7)(5,13)(5,18)(7,33)(7,38)

(8,20)(8,32)(8,33)(8,37)(9,17)
(9,33)(10,25)(10,32)(11,21)

(11,36)(11,40)(12,29)(12,39)
(13,17)(13,40)(14,26)(14,34)
(15,25)(15,31)(16,27)(16,37)
(16,40)(17,23)(17,31)(18,20)
(18,21)(19,23)(19,25)(19,30)
(20,26)(21,22)(21,29)(22,28)
(22,32)(24,27)(24,32)(24,36)
(25,37)(26,36)(28,30)(30,34)
(30,37)(31,35)(32,39)(33,34)

(33,39)

559 0.9011
[0.892, 
0.9102] 

50 1225

(1,4)(1,18)(1,45)(2,10)(2,36)
(3,6)(3,48)(3,50)(4,27)(4,34)

(5,13)(5,21)(5,30)(6,15)(7,31)
(7,34)(7,41)(8,11)(8,39)(9,11)

(9,28)(9,38)(9,47)(10,18)(10,20)
(12,27)(12,33)(13,15)(13,44)
(13,47)(14,26)(14,33)(14,37)
(15,22)(15,35)(16,35)(16,46)
(17,19)(17,21)(17,26)(18,30)
(19,21)(19,25)(19,34)(20,39)
(22,31)(22,39)(23,32)(23,42)
(24,43)(24,44)(25,29)(25,36)
(28,29)(29,37)(30,40)(31,40)
(32,38)(32,45)(32,50)(34,49)
(41,48)(42,48)(43,46)(43,49) 

368 0.9077
[0.8979, 
0.9175]

Note: * – 95 % Confidence level

This table includes outcomes associated with large net-
work sizes (30, 40, and 50). The outcomes for such networks 
are specified below:

– f(Gx)  are 341, 559, and 368, Rˆ(Gx) are 0.9528, 
0,0.935, and 0.9077, and confidence intervals are [0.9467, 
0.9589], [0.8908, 0.9102], and [0.8979, 0.9175] respectively.

d) Benchmarking the proposed algorithm EACS with 
the current state-of-the-art techniques.

This section describes how the proposed algorithm com-
pares to the present state-of-the-art techniques designated 
GABB1 and GABB2 for addressing RCND proposed by [3]. 
Tables 7–9 have presented the results of those comparisons 
as follows.

Table 7

Computational results for proposed algorithm EACS and 
other algorithms (GABB1, GABB2) for small-sized networks

Networks APD

N L
Proposed algo-

rithm EACS
GABB1 GABB2

6 15 0 0.033 0

7 21 0 0.055 0

8 28 0 0.022 0

9 36 0 0.087 0.003

10 45 0.002 0.041 0

NFC problems – 0 0.046 0.024

Ave. APD – 0.0003 0.047 0.005

Ave. CPU (s.) – 57.780 314.20 68.63

Note: * – APD and CPU time for 3 problems (NFC), ** – APD and 
CPU time for 15 problems (FC)

Comparison outcomes for the proposed algorithm EACS 
and the latest techniques (GABB1, GABB2) specified in the 
literature to address RCND. The outcomes indicate that the 
proposed algorithm is superior to the existing methods for 
solution of 18 small networks (comprising 15 FC and 3 NFC 
problems). The proposed algorithm scored an average APD 
of 57.780 % using a 57.780 second CPU time. In contrast, 
the GABB1 and GABB2 techniques scored 0.047 and 0.005 
average APD values using 314.20 seconds and 68.63 sec-
onds CPU time, respectively. Other contrasts between the 
outcomes determined using the proposed approach and 
those from other approaches for addressing medium-sized 
networks are specified in Table 8.

Table 8

Computational results for proposed algorithm EACS and 
other algorithms (GABB1, GABB2) for moderate-sized 

networks

Networks Best Cost

N L
Proposed algorithm 

EACS
GABB1 GABB2

15 105 251 283 254

20 190 153 172 157

25 300 237 266 244

Ave. CPU (min.) – 7.435 42.66 9.00

The proposed algorithm EACS also improves optimal 
RCND costs identified using GABB1 and GABB2 for medi-
um-sized networks (15, 20, and 25). The proposed algorithm 
provides the best cost values of 251, 153, and 237 for 15, 20, 
and 25 size networks, consuming 7.435 minutes of average 
CPU time. Additionally, the GABB1 technique arrived at 
best cost values of 283, 172, and 266 using 42.66 minutes of 
average CPU time. The corresponding values for GABB2 are 
254, 157, and 244, with 9.00 minutes CPU time.

Finally, the outcomes determined for the proposed 
EACS and existing GABB1 and GABB2 techniques for large 
networks (30, 40, and 50) are specified in Table 9.

The results in Table 9 show that the EACS algorithm 
has got values of best cost were 341, 559, and 368 for 
the networks 30, 40, and 50 respectively within average 
CPU was 423.655. minutes Whilst the results of those 
networks that obtained by using the algorithms GABB1 
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and GABB2 were 380, 414, and 328 for sizes 30, 40, and 
50 respectively within average CPU was 770.75 minutes 
by using GABB1 and average CPU was 470.59 minutes 
by using GABB2.

Table 9

Computational results for proposed algorithm EACS and 
other algorithms (GABB1, GABB2) for large-sized networks

Networks Best Cost

N L
Proposed algorithm 

EACS
GABB1 GABB2

30 435 341 380 342

40 780 559 414 363

50 1225 368 328 291

Ave. CPU (min.) – 423.655 770.75 470.59

6. Discussion of experimental results of Reliable 
Communication Network Design (RCND) Problems

The basic algorithm used in this work belongs to the 
metaheuristic algorithms of the swarm intelligence which 
is called the ACS algorithm. As mentioned in the objectives 
section of this study, the first objective was to investigate the 
RCND problems, and the techniques used to address them. 
The outcome of this goal has led to the identification of new 
directions by identifying current knowledge gaps and issues in 
the RCND problems, whether it’s domain solutions in small, 
medium, and large networks which still open research, and 
need to be optimized, or in the techniques used to solve them. 
This investigation indicates that the ACS algorithm has not 
been implemented to solve RCND problems. Achievement 
of this objective was achieved through in-depth analysis and 
critique of the results of the related studies in the literature.

Regarding the second objective of this study, there 
are several advantages in the ACS algorithm that have 
made it required in industries among them their accuracy, 
reliability, and efficiency, and can perform the same task 
repeatedly [20]. Moreover, the proposed algorithm EACS is 
that its components are congruent with the characteristics 
of the problem to be solved. Although all those advantages 
in the proposed algorithm, it can readily fall into a locally 
optimal ambush. All of these features made its performance 
superior to those algorithms in the literature in sizes small 
and medium of RCND data. As for large networks sizes 30, 
40, and 50, the performance of the EACS algorithm has 
superior to GABB1 and GABB2 for size 30 networks, where 

it determines 341 as the best cost. Comparatively, GABB1 
and GABB2 have the best cost values of 380 and 342 
respectively. On other hand, the proposed algorithm did 
not exceed the No Free Lunch (NFL) theorem proposed 
by [21] established that algorithm performance is not su-
perior universally for all problems. Hence, let’s devise an 
algorithm that performs optimally for most problems but 
is not comprehensive for every problem which is evident 
from the results obtained for the size of the networks 40, 
and 50, where the EACS algorithm obtained 559 and 368 
for sizes 40, and 50 respectively, while the algorithms 
GABB1 and GABB2 have achieved the best cost for these 
sizes were 414, and 328 respectively.

Local search helps support the utilization mechanism of 
the EACS algorithm and can therefore represent an extension 
of this research work. For example, instead of performing a 
local search on all parts of the solution, it is possible to select a 
random part of the solution and perform a local search on them. 

On other hand, this work can be developed by examin-
ing the main issue of these metaheuristic algorithms: how 
to achieve a balance between exploration and exploitation 
mechanisms.

7. Conclusions 

1. The proposed approach used in this research work be-
longs to the ACO family of algorithms developed to solve the 
path problems, which is the main difference from the recent 
approach that was compared with it.

2. The proposed algorithm ACS has achieved the 
optimal solutions for 4 instances from 5 instances small 
sizes networks that are fully connected (FC). And the 
optimal solutions for 3 instances out of 3 instances small 
sizes networks that are not fully connected (NFC) prob-
lems (n=14, 16, and 20). In another way, the proposed 
algorithm EACS has achieved the rate of 87.5 % from all 
optimal solutions. Regarding the current solutions of the 
moderate size networks (n=15, 20, and 25) in the litera-
ture, the EACS algorithm has been able to improve upon 
their solutions. For the results of 3 large network instanc-
es (n=30, 40 and 50), the proposed algorithm EACS im-
proved the current solution with a network size of n=30, 
and the remaining network size results were satisfactory 
compared with the recent related works. On the other 
hand, the CPU average for all sizes of network cases with 
the proposed algorithm EACS was better than the rest of 
the algorithms for the associated works.
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